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We present a measurement of the top-quark mass in events containing two leptons (electrons or muons)
with a large transverse momentum, two or more energetic jets, and a transverse-momentum imbalance.
We use the full proton-antiproton collision data set collected by the CDF experiment during the Fermilab
Tevatron Run II at center-of-mass energy
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 1.96 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
9.1 fb−1. A special observable is exploited for an optimal reduction of the dominant systematic uncertainty,
associated with the knowledge of the absolute energy of the hadronic jets. The distribution of this
observable in the selected events is compared to simulated distributions of tt¯ dilepton signal and
background. We measure a value for the top-quark mass of 171.5 1.9 ðstatÞ  2.5 ðsystÞ GeV=c2.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the standard model (SM) of particle physics, quark
masses are proportional to their unknown Yukawa cou-
plings to the Higgs field. Consequently, the masses are free
parameters of the theory and must be determined exper-
imentally. Precise measurements of the top-quark mass
(Mtop) provide critical inputs to global fits of the electro-
weak parameters for checking the internal consistency of
the SM [1] and for understanding the stability of the
electroweak vacuum at high energies [2].
At the Fermilab Tevatron and the LHC colliders, mea-
surements by the ATLAS, CDF, CMS, and D0 collabora-
tions have given consistent results, whose combination
has determined Mtop with a relative uncertainty of 0.44%
[3]. The recent Tevatron combination performed by CDF
and D0 collaborations improved the relative uncertainty to
0.37% [4]. All mass measurements in these combinations
were done analyzing events where the top quarks are
produced in pairs (tt¯). The top quark decays almost
exclusively into aW boson and a b quark [5] and, depending
on the decay modes of the two resulting W bosons, top
quark-pair events yield final states with either 0, 1, or 2
charged leptons. To improve the overall precision, the top-
quark mass should be measured independently in all decay
channels. In the present analysis, we consider the events in
the dilepton final state, which is defined by the presence of
two oppositely charged leptons (electrons or muons), two or
more jets, and a large imbalance in the total transverse
momentum from the two neutrinos associated with the
charged leptons (“tt¯ dilepton events” or “dilepton channel”).
At the Tevatron, the most accurateMtop measurements in
the dilepton channel [6,7] use methods of full or partial
reconstruction of the top-quark events. In these analyses,
the systematic uncertainty dominates over the statistical
one with a large contribution of the jet-energy scale (JES)
uncertainty. Measurements in the other final states reduce
the JES systematic uncertainty by constraining the mass of
the final-state jet pair to match the W-boson mass. This
constraint permits a precise calibration of the calorimeter
JES [8–10]. Since dilepton tt¯ events do not contain jets
from W decays, we devise a new method to reduce the
impact of the JES uncertainty on the measurement result. In
the past, CDF developed two methods to reconstruct the
top-quark mass using only quantities with minimal depend-
ence on the JES. One measurement exploited the transverse
decay length of b-tagged jets [11] and another the trans-
verse momentum of electrons and muons from W-boson
decays to determine the top-quark mass [11,12]. These
methods decreased the systematic uncertainty stemming
from the JES uncertainty, but suffered from an increase of
the statistical uncertainty due to their low sensitivity to the
top-quark mass. In the current analysis, we combine two
reconstruction methods, one with a strong dependence and
one with a minimal dependence on JES. The combined
method simultaneously optimizes the effect of the statistical
and systematic uncertainties delivering a result with a
minimal total uncertainty.
This paper reports on the final CDFMtop measurement in
the dilepton channel performed with proton-antiproton
collision data at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼1.96TeV, collected at the Tevatron
with the CDF II detector [13]. The measurement uses the
full CDF Run II data set accumulated between March 2002
and September 2011 and corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of 9.1 fb−1. The results supersede those of
Ref. [6] by exploiting an improved analysis technique
and an additional integrated luminosity of about 3 fb−1.
II. DETECTOR, DATA SAMPLE
AND EVENT SELECTION
The CDF II detector is a general-purpose apparatus [13]
designed to detect the products of pp¯ collisions at the
Tevatron. It consists of a magnetic spectrometer surrounded
by calorimeters and muon detectors. The spectrometer has
a charged-particle tracking system consisting of a silicon
microstrip tracker and a drift chamber. The tracking system
is immersed in the 1.4 Tmagnetic field of a solenoid aligned
with the beams. Segmented towers of electromagnetic and
hadronic sampling calorimeters, located outside the
solenoid, measure particle energies. A set of drift chambers
and scintillation counters surrounds the calorimeters and
detects muons. The detector has an approximate cylindrical
geometry around the Tevatron beam line, which makes it
convenient to use a cylindrical coordinate system [14] to
describe the kinematic properties of reconstructed events.
The data are collected with an inclusive online event
selection (trigger) that requires an electron (or a muon) with
transverse energy ET > 18 GeV (transverse momentum
pT > 18 GeV=c) in the central pseudorapidity region
(jηj < 1.1) of the detector. Off-line, the sample is further
selected using the criteria developed for the tt¯ cross section
measurement in the dilepton channel [15]. In this analysis
we introduce additional requirements to improve event
modeling and to reduce the total background.
For the selection of events we require the presence of two
oppositely charged leptons (l), with ET > 20 GeV for
electrons or pT > 20 GeV=c for muons, at least one of
which must be isolated [16] and detected in the central
region of the detector (jηj < 1.1). We further require large
missing transverse energy [17], ET > 25 GeV, and at least
two jets with ET > 15 GeV and jηj < 2.5. To detect jets we
look for clusters of energy in the calorimeter using a cone
algorithm with radius R ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðΔηÞ2 þ ðΔϕÞ2
p
¼ 0.4 [18],
where ϕ denotes the azimuthal angle. Jet energies are
corrected for instrumental effects [19]. In events in which
ET originates from mismeasurements of the leptons or jets,
the azimuthal angle between the ET vector and the direction
of the mismeasured object is typically small. To suppress
this instrumental background, we increase the ET require-
ment to ET > 50 GeV for events where Δϕ between the
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directions of ET and at least one of the reconstructed
leptons or jets is less than 20°. One of the main back-
grounds is due to events in which a Z boson is produced in
association with jets and decays to an electron or muon pair
(Z → ee; μμþ jets). These events may feature large ET due
to a mismeasurement of the leptons or jets. Therefore, a
supplementary requirement is applied to eþe− and μþμ−
events when the dilepton mass is within 15 GeV=c2 of the
known Z-boson mass [5]. For these events, we require a ET
significance [20] in excess of 4 GeV1=2. Since the products
of tt¯ decays have large transverse energies, further back-
ground suppression is achieved by requiring HT >
200 GeV [21]. Another large source of background is
due to events in which a W boson produced in association
with jets (W þ jets) yields a single lepton in the final state,
where one of the jets is misidentified as a second lepton
(“W þ jets fakes”). We find that approximately half of
these events feature a small distance in the η-ϕ space
between the fake lepton and the axis of one of the jets (j),
ΔRlj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðΔηljÞ2 þ ðΔϕljÞ2
q
. To reject this background
we require ΔRlj to be greater than 0.2 for all possible
pairings between leptons and jets in the event.
To obtain the most probable value of the top-quark mass
per event (Mrecot ), we use a kinematic reconstructionmethod.
This method calculates Mrecot using all of the available
experimental event information and has optimal sensitivity
to Mtop. From simulation, 6% of background events have
Mrecot larger than 250 GeV=c2, while only about 0.5% of
signal, simulated with Mtop between 160 to 185 GeV=c2,
contributes to this region. In the analysis,we reject the events
with Mrecot > 250 GeV=c2. Finally, the dilepton invariant
mass is required to be larger than 10 GeV=c2 to suppress
events from the decays of low-mass dimuon resonances and
to improve the backgroundmodeling. In total we have 520 tt¯
dilepton candidates that pass the selection requirements.
The sensitivity of the measurement is improved by
analyzing separately events with a jet identified as origi-
nating from the fragmentation a bottom quark (b-tagged).
We divide the event sample into two independent sub-
samples. The first subsample (b-tagged sample) contains
events with at least one b-jet tagged using the secondary
vertex (SECVTX) b-tagging algorithm [22]. This algorithm
uses information from the displacement of secondary
vertices relative to the primary event vertices to “tag”
b-hadron decays. The second subsample contains events in
which no b-tag is found (nontagged sample).
The PYTHIA [23] Monte Carlo (MC) program with
CTEQ5L [24] parton distribution functions is used to
generate samples of tt¯ events with various top-quark
masses. All MC samples are generated in combination
with a detailed simulation of the CDF II detector [25].
Depending on the process, backgrounds are modeled using
simulated or experimental data. The MC samples of
diboson events (WW, WZ, and ZZ) are obtained using
PYTHIA whereas the Drell-Yan events (Z=γ þ jets,
Z=γ → ee; μμ; ττ) are generated with the ALPGEN program
[26] interfaced to PYTHIA for showering and hadronization.
A detailed description of the CDF MC procedures and
samples is provided in Ref. [27]. The background origi-
nating from events in which a jet is misidentified as a lepton
is modeled withW þ jets data. The composition of the data
sample is estimated using the methods described in
Ref. [15]. Table I summarizes the expected and observed
tt¯ signal and background yields. The signal yield is
calculated assuming 7.4 pb for the tt¯ production cross
section. The Drell-Yan andW þ jets (“fake”) events are the
main sources of contamination. Table I shows excellent
agreement between expected and observed event yields.
III. METHODOLOGY
The template technique [28] used in this analysis esti-
mates the top-quark mass by performing a fit of the
distribution of an observable to a sum of signal and back-
ground contributions. This method can be applied to any
observable whose distribution depends on Mtop. However,
the choice of the observable has direct impact on the
precision of the measurement. For this analysis, we develop
avariable that is expected to achieve aminimalmeasurement
uncertainty. We start from two initial observables: the first
observable isMrecot , which is computed using the “neutrino
ϕ-weightingmethod” [29]. To account for the unconstrained
kinematics of the top-quark decay, we scan over the phase
space of the azimuthal angles of both neutrino momenta and
for each point of this two-dimensional scan we reconstruct
the top-quark mass by minimizing a χ2 function for the tt¯
final state hypothesis. Following the scan, we assign χ2-
dependent weights to the solutions in order to identify a
preferredMrecot for each event. Since this method uses all of
the event information, including the jet energies, the
reconstructedmass strongly depends on the calorimeter JES.
To reduce this systematic dependence, we consider
a second observable that is insensitive to the JES.
Testing a number of observables defined without using
any information about jet energies, we choose the one that
has the best sensitivity toMtop. This observable, denoted as
TABLE I. Number of expected and observed events in the
b-tagged and nontagged samples.
Source b-tagged sample Nontagged sample
WW 0.6 0.2 16.4 3.6
WZ 0.1 0.0 5.2 1.0
ZZ 0.2 0.1 3.0 0.5
Drell-Yan 4.4 0.4 51.2 8.0
Fakes 8.6 2.7 21.4 6.2
Total background 13.9 2.8 97.2 14.5
tt¯ (σ ¼ 7.4 pb) 227.2 16.2 173.2 13.3
Total SM expectation 241.1 16.4 270.3 26.4
Observed 230 290
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“alternative” mass (Maltlb), is defined according to the
following formula:
Maltlb ¼ c2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hl1; b1i · hl2; b2i
Eb1 · Eb2
s
; ð1Þ
where l1 and l2 are the four-momenta of leptons, and b1
and b2 are the four-momenta of the two highest-ET
(“leading”) jets, which are defined as for massless particles,
with energies Eb1 and Eb2 . The quantity hl; bi indicates the
scalar product of the l and b four-vectors. The jet energies
Eb1 and Eb2 appear in the denominator of Eq. (1) to cancel
the Maltlb JES-dependence of the leading jets, present in the
numerator.
The use of the two leading jets in Eq. (1) is justified
because in about 78% of the selected tt¯ events the two
leading jets originate from the hadronization of the two b
quarks in the tt¯ decay, according to simulation. We use the
same index (1 or 2) to indicate a lepton and a jet that are
assumed to originate from the decay of the same top quark.
To choose between the two possible pairings of leptons and
b-jets, we select the configuration with the maximum value
of the scalar products hcl1 ; cb1i þ hcl2 ; cb2i where c is a unit
vector collinear with the lepton or b-jet directions and the
indexes l1 and b1 (l2 and b2) correspond to the lepton and
b-jet in the first (second) pair. From simulation, we estimate
that this lepton-to-jet pairing criterion selects the right
pairing in 61 1% of the cases. Other pairing criteria
provide higher pairing efficiency of about 70%. However,
these criteria use JES-dependent variables that create
undesirable correlations between Maltlb and M
reco
t .
We define the “hybrid” variable Mhyb,
Mhyb ¼ w ·Mrecot þ ð1 − wÞ ·Maltlb; ð2Þ
where w is a weighting parameter between 0 and 1. The
statistical and systematic uncertainties of the measurement
depend on the choice of the w parameter. A priori, we
choose the value of w that gives the smallest combined
statistical and systematic uncertainty based on simulation.
In order to find the optimal value of w, we scan the [0,1]
interval in steps of 0.05. For every point of the scan, we
define the mass fit using the signal and background
templates for Mhyb and evaluate the uncertainties.
Signal templates for Mhyb are formed separately for
b-tagged and nontagged events from tt¯ samples generated
for top-quark masses Mtop in the range from 160 to
185 GeV=c2 with a 1 GeV=c2 step. The probability den-
sity functions (p.d.f.’s) of the signal, which express the
probability of getting anyMhyb value in tt¯ events with given
Mtop, are obtained as parametrizations of the corresponding
templates. We parametrize the templates using a sum of two
Landau and one Gaussian probability distribution func-
tions. The parameters of these p.d.f.’s depend linearly on
Mtop. The background templates are derived separately for
b-tagged and nontagged events by adding diboson, fake,
and Drell-Yan templates that are normalized to the expected
rates reported in Table I. The background p.d.f.’s are
obtained from a likelihood fit of the combined background
templates, performed in the same way as for the signal
templates, but without any dependence on the top-quark
mass.
To measure Mtop we perform a likelihood fit of the
unbinned data distributions to a weighted sum of signal and
background p.d.f.’s. The mass returned by the fit corre-
sponds to the maximum of a likelihood function (Ltotal)
defined as the product of independent likelihood functions
obtained for b-tagged and nontagged subsamples
Ltotal ¼ Ltag · Lnontag. The terms Ltag and Lnontag represent
the probabilities that theMhyb distribution observed in data
comes from a mixture of background events and tt¯ dilepton
events with an assumed top-quark massMtop. The Ltag and
Lnontag form is similar to the likelihood function used in
Refs. [29,30] and can be written as
Li ¼ LbgconstrðnibÞ · LstatðNijnis þ nibÞ
·
YNi
k¼1
LkevtðMhyb;kjMtop; nis; nibÞ; ð3Þ
where Ni is the number of events in the corresponding
subsample i. Using the signal and background p.d.f’s, the
likelihood term Lkevt represents the probability for an event
k with massMhyb;k to be observed in sample iwhere nis and
nib events are expected for signal and background, respec-
tively. The term Lstat gives the probability of observing Ni
events in the sample, according to a Poisson distribution,
while Lbgconstr constrains the number of background events in
the corresponding subsample to the value shown in Table I.
Having as inputs the Mhyb values observed in data, the
signal and background p.d.f.’s, and the expected back-
ground, the likelihood fit returns the estimated top-quark
mass (Mfitt ) and the estimated number of signal and back-
ground events.
SinceMhyb depends on w, the likelihood fit is different at
each point of the w-scan. The correctness of these
w-dependent fits is checked with simulated experiments
(“pseudoexperiments” or PE’s) performed on samples of
MC events with given input top-quark mass (Minptop). In
every PE we draw the number of signal and background
events according to Poisson distributions with means given
in Table I and then draw values of Mhyb according to the
corresponding signal and background templates. PE’s
obtained in this way are used in our check of likelihood
fitting. They confirm that Mfitt is an unbiased estimate of
Mtop and its uncertainty is also correctly estimated.
In order to choose which w-dependent likelihood fit is to
be applied to the data, we estimate the uncertainties as
functions of w. We define the expected statistical uncer-
tainty as the average statistical uncertainty in PE’s with
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Minptop ¼ 172.5 GeV=c2. To evaluate the JES systematic
uncertainty, we test the impact of the uncertainties asso-
ciated with the following effects: nonuniformity in calo-
rimeter response as a function of jηj, multiple pp¯
interactions in the same collision, hadronic jet-energy scale,
energy contribution to the event from the fragments of the
interacting proton and antiproton (underlying event), and
out-of-cone energy lost in the energy-clustering procedure.
We vary the corresponding JES parameters [19] by 1
standard deviation of their estimates and build alternative
templates for both simulated signal and background events.
These templates are used to generate PE’s and the average
deviations of the results from those obtained with default
templates are interpreted as the corresponding systematic
uncertainties. The individual uncertainties are then summed
in quadrature to obtain the combined JES uncertainty.
Using the PE’s method, we study the systematic uncer-
tainties from sources other than JES for a few values of w.
We estimate these effects by calculating the average
deviations between the results of PE’s performed with
default and modified templates. The modified templates are
derived by using event samples generated with variations of
the relevant parameters within their uncertainties. We
estimate the modeling uncertainty that stems from the
difference between leading-order (LO) and next-to-leading-
order (NLO) quantum chromodynamics (QCD) calcula-
tions by comparing MC samples from LO and NLO
generators (PYTHIA and POWHEG). The uncertainty arising
from the choice of the MC hadronization model and MC
generator is estimated by comparing samples generated by
using PYTHIA and HERWIG [31] computer codes. The
systematic effect due to the lepton-energy scale uncertainty
is evaluated by varying the electron energy and muon
momentum scales. The systematic uncertainty associated
with background modeling accounts for the variations
of the background template shapes, the background com-
position and the total background normalization. The
systematic effect due to the imperfect modeling of the
initial-state and final-state gluon radiation is estimated by
varying the PYTHIA parameters that control the amount of
these radiations. To estimate the systematic effect due to the
top-quark production mechanism (gg fraction) we vary the
relative fractions of qq¯ → tt¯ and gg → tt¯ subprocesses in
the PYTHIA model by reweighting the gluon fraction from
5% to 20%. We take into account the additional uncertainty
on the b-jet-energy scale due to the difference in calorimeter
response to jets from light quarks and b quarks and the
imperfect modeling of the b-quark fragmentation and
b-hadron decay branching fractions. The systematic effect
due to the difference in the luminosity profile between data
and MC is estimated. The color reconnection (CR) system-
atic uncertainty [32] is evaluated by comparing PYTHIA MC
samples generatedwith andwithout CR effects.We take into
account the systematic effect stemming from the limited size
of the MC samples. We estimate the systematic uncertainty
due to parton distribution functions (PDFs) by comparing
results from two different PDF families, varying the QCD
scale, and propagating the uncertainties arising from the
global fit of the CTEQ6M [33] functions. The systematic
uncertainty related to the modeling of the b-tagging effi-
ciency is also estimated. Details of the systematic uncer-
tainty estimation are in Ref. [34].
The combined systematic uncertainty generated by
sources other than JES (“non-JES uncertainty”) is calcu-
lated as the sum in quadrature of these uncertainties. To
estimate the non-JES systematic uncertainty for any value
of w, we use cubic spline interpolations. The obtained
values of the expected statistical, JES, non-JES, and total
uncertainties are shown as functions of w in Fig. 1. The
expected statistical and JES uncertainties are changing in
the opposite direction as w varies between 0 and 1 while the
non-JES uncertainty shows a slow falling dependence. The
expected total uncertainty is estimated as the sum in
quadrature of the statistical, JES and non-JES uncertainties
and has a minimum in the interval between 0.5 and 0.7.
w
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FIG. 1. Uncertainties in the measurement of Mtop as a function
of w. The arrow at w ¼ 0.6 shows the minimum of the expected
total uncertainty.
FIG. 2. Observed shape of −2 lnðLtotal=LtotalmaxÞ as a function of
the top-quark mass. Horizontal lines show the values correspond-
ing to one, two, and three standard-deviation uncertainties.
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For the data fit, we use w ¼ 0.6. We observe a 9%
improvement in the total uncertainty in the case of w ¼ 0.6
with respect to using only the reconstructed Mrecot analysis
(w ¼ 1).
Although Maltlb does not depend explicitly on JES, the
Mtop measurement using only Maltlb (points with w ¼ 0 in
Fig. 1) is still affected by the JES uncertainty because the
JES impacts the event selection. When varying the JES, the
change in event sample accepted by the selection criteria on
variables that depend on jet energies generates a change in
theMaltlb distribution that affects theMtop measurement. We
find that by varying the JES, opposite systematic shifts are
induced in Mrecot and Maltlb. These systematic shifts bias the
Mtop measurement in opposite directions minimizing the
JES uncertainty at w ¼ 0.12. This minimum depends only
on the variables choice,Mrecot andMaltlb, and their sensitivity
to Mtop. If the sample size would be large such that the
statistical uncertainty could be neglected, the w ¼ 0.12
choice would be optimal for this analysis. In that scenario,
the JES uncertainty would approximate zero and the non-
JES uncertainty would remain as the major contributor to
the total measurement uncertainty.
IV. RESULT
With w ¼ 0.6 the fit to the data yields Mtop ¼ 171.5
1.9 GeV=c2 including statistical uncertainties only. The
normalized negative log-likelihood function versus the
TABLE II. Summary of uncertainties.
Source Uncertainty (GeV=c2)
Jet-energy scale 2.2
NLO effects 0.7
Monte Carlo generators 0.5
Lepton-energy scale 0.4
Background modeling 0.4
Initial- and final-state radiation 0.4
gg fraction 0.3
b-jet-energy scale 0.3
Luminosity profile 0.3
Color reconnection 0.2
MC sample size 0.2
Parton distribution functions 0.2
b-tagging 0.1
Total systematic uncertainty 2.5
Statistical uncertainty 1.9
Total 3.2
FIG. 3. Distribution of the reconstructed variable Mhyb.
The figure shows the data (points), the background (dark gray)
and signal (at measured Mtop) plus background (light gray)
p.d.f.’s, normalized accordingly to the fit result. Plots (a) and (b)
correspond to b-tagged and nontagged subsamples.
FIG. 4. Distributions of reconstructed mass Mrecot overlaid
with the background (dark gray) and signal plus background
(light gray) histograms in the (a) b-tagged and (b) nontagged
subsamples.
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top-quark mass is shown in Fig. 2. Its shape approximates a
parabola and the horizontal lines show the values of
likelihood ratios corresponding to one, two, and three
standard-deviation (σ) uncertainties.
The individual systematic uncertainties affecting the
Mtop measurement are listed in Table II. The total system-
atic uncertainty, obtained by adding individual components
in quadrature, is 2.5 GeV=c2. The statistical and total
systematic uncertainties combined in quadrature amount
to a total uncertainty of 3.2 GeV=c2.
Figure 3 shows the Mhyb distributions for b-tagged and
nontagged events. We superimpose the data points to the
expected signal and background distributions normalized to
the numbers of events returned by the fit. The signal
distribution corresponds to the measured value of Mtop.
Similar plots for the variables Mrecot and Maltlb are shown
in Figs. 4 and 5. All plots are normalized to the numbers of
events returned by the fit. The top-quark mass value of
171 GeV=c2, closest to the value returned by the data fit, is
used for the signal histogram. The p-values for the Mrecot
distributions are 71% and 91% for the b-tagged and
nontagged subsamples. For the Maltlb distributions, the
p-values are 96% and 55% for the b-tagged and nontagged
subsamples. An excellent agreement between data and the
simulated distributions is observed.
V. SUMMARY
In conclusion, we present a measurement of the top-
quark mass with tt¯ dilepton events using the full CDF Run
II data set, which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of
9.1 fb−1 from 1.96 TeV pp¯ collisions. The result is
Mtop ¼ 171.5 1.9 ðstatÞ  2.5 ðsystÞ GeV=c2. The mea-
sured value of Mtop is compatible with the world-average
top-quark mass of Mtop ¼ 173.34 0.76 GeV=c2 [3].
This measurement is the final CDF Run II result in the
dilepton channel and supersedes the previous published
value of Mtop ¼ 170.3 2.0 ðstatÞ  3.1 ðsystÞ GeV=c2
[6]. The accuracy achieved is approximately 14% better
than in the previous measurement. Most of this improve-
ment, 9%, is due to using a new technique for optimizing
the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty while
the rest, 5%, is due to using a larger data sample. This
technique is applicable to a wide range of measurements
whose precisions are dominated by systematic uncertain-
ties, in which an optimization between statistical and
systematic uncertainty is required.
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